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Chapter 2861 

 

Bashar Divine Mountain, the main peak. 

At this time, Lin Mo still does not know that with his disappearance, the Prince side has been chaos. 

After approaching the main peak, the introduction of the eye is not a wave of magnificent, majestic 

buildings, as far as the eye can see from the foot of the mountain to the mountainside, there are only a 

few thatched huts, and then up because of the clouds completely blocked the view, giving the first 

feeling is ordinary and unexceptional. 

Step forward, slowly encounter people also gradually up, some people will stop, with curious eyes to 

look at Lin Mo this side, or because the mountain has not come to strangers for a long time, perhaps 

also because lying on Lin Mo’s shoulders sleeping green shadow. 

Some people are striding forward, frowning and thinking about the problem, and sometimes will stop, 

hand and foot strokes one or two, and only then satisfied to continue to go forward. 

Some people sit on the ground, eyes tightly closed, even if a line of people pa*sing by them also do not 

move, as a rock. 

Some people holding a hoe, burying their heads in hard work, and occasionally stop the work in their 

hands, looking at the sky or in the distance and do not move. 

In general, everything is very calm and ordinary, but people go their own way, and no one greeted, but 

the lack of a hint of lively. 

And let Lin Mo feel restrained is, all the way to meet the people, many people although look and 

ordinary people are no different, but Lin Mo and its eyes, the other side of the deep eyes always let him 

shudder. 

The whole main peak to Lin Mo’s overall feeling, is like a Pingjin sea, the surface of the waves, but the 

waves are really rough inside. 

Walking to a slightly larger thatched hut, Yu stopped in his tracks. 

“Mr. Lin Mo, I need to take Missy to meet the mountain master first, please take a short rest here.” 

After Lin Mo understood, he gently woke up the sleepy little green shadow. 

“Well …… Have we arrived already?” 

Green Shadow rubbed her hazy sleepy eyes and turned her head towards the surroundings and looked 

up, while her puffy cheeks were because she was dissatisfied with suddenly being woken up. 

“Eldest Miss, we have arrived, why don’t we go see the mountain master first?” 

Green Shadow didn’t reply, just smiling towards wrapping her arms around Lin Mo’s neck. 



“Brother Lin Mo, I’ll go check on the old man first ha, I’ll be right back.” 

And when she landed, her aura suddenly changed and she stepped towards the top of the main peak 

with a stern face. 

Lin Mo looked at the back of the green shadow that disappeared in the clouds and mist, could not help 

but smile bitterly, this little ninny change face speed is really some amazing. 

“Guest, it’s cold outside come in and have a cup of tea to warm up.” 

Lin Mo heard the voice behind him, turned and walked into the gra*s hut, after entering the door the 

house is very simple in its arrangement, only a simple crib and a set of bamboo-made table and chairs. 

The person who finished speaking was none other than the old man sitting on the bamboo chair. After 

seeing Lin Mo, the old man did not get up, but only gestured for Lin Mo to take a seat. 

“People of the mountains and wilderness, there is nothing good, please drink tea.” 

Lin Mo glance down, the corners of the eyes can not help but twitch, originally has been the other side is 

polite, did not expect to be the truth, the bamboo tube made of tea cups inside the hot air bubbling, just 

which soaked is three or two pieces of bright green bamboo leaves. 

And the old man finished inviting Lin Mo to sit, and did not speak, just end the bamboo tube cup to 

drink shallowly by themselves. 

Lin Mo saw the other party so, secretly guessed that this is perhaps the habit of the experts of the divine 

mountain, there is no not to compete, everything as it happens. 

With this idea, Lin Mo also followed the cup of tea, but after the bamboo tea in the mouth, Lin Mo can 

not help but look surprised, a light fragrance filled the nasal cavity, a spiritual qi into a thin silk, 

wandering limbs and bones. 

For a time, Lin Mo original mind a hundred thousand thoughts quickly dissipated, as washed side, the 

whole person slowly into a kind of ethereal state, the heart without a trace of distracting thoughts. 

Chapter 2862 

 

Feather brought Green Shadow to this side of the Ten Thousand Abyss Cliff again. 

After father and daughter met, Green Shadow just coldly snorted and turned her head to the side. 

You Li laughed bitterly: “Baby girl, still angry with your father, the great trend is so, your father alone can 

not do anything about it.” 

The six divine mountains are called the people of the mountains, from ancient times to the present they 

are not to compete with the attitude of the world to transcend the mortal world, however, with the 

continuous development of the times, after seeing the various extravagant in the mundane world, some 

people’s minds will begin to chaos, the heart immersed in the martial arts gradually began to change. 



Even the Basha divine Mountain, also gradually appear this situation, many people’s hearts chaotic, 

even if he You Li more powerful, but also can not control the hearts. 

“Can’t do anything and do not do is not the same thing!” 

The original gentle and quiet green shadow has now changed its temperament. 

You are clear that this matter father and daughter have their own ideas, no one can convince anyone, he 

changed the subject. 

“Let the medicine master take care of your dark wounds!” 

“I don’t need it!” 

You Li froze: “Can’t you plan to stay like this for the rest of your life, just rely on your own energy to heal 

your wounds, I don’t know how long it will take to recover.” 

After a brief hesitation, Green Shadow directly agreed. 

“Okay, I’ll go!” 

After the words, she directly turned around and left, without bringing her head back for a moment. 

You Li: ???? 

When did his daughter become so good at talking, according to her past character, unless he figured it 

out himself, others simply could not persuade. 

“Lord of the mountain, no need to doubt, this matter I may know the reason.” 

You Li did not know, so he looked at Yu with curiosity: “Tell me!” 

“I think, Eldest Miss may have moved on that Lin Mo!” 

“Qin Xiao just because of the dangerous words Lin Mo a sentence, was Missy hit all the bones of the 

body broken, without half a year’s work can not recover.” 

“Moreover, Missy not only always likes to cling to Lin Mo, even in front of Lin Mo extraordinarily well 

behaved.” 

As Yu recounted what he had encountered with the mountain, one by one, after that, You Li’s face 

became increasingly ugly. 

“Lord Mountain Lord, what are you looking for again?” 

“Where is the old man’s Mountain River Soul-Severing Blade!” 

Once Yu heard this, and then look at You Li’s expression covered with anger, his heart is also amazed, 

the mountain lord has not moved such a big temper for more than ten years. 

Just Yu thought about it, the heart instantly understand, Miss Green Shadow is the only daughter of the 

mountain lord, set of thousands of favor in one, now the baby daughter’s heart was stolen by others, 

how to do the natural father thunder. 



“Mountain Lord, not allowed, not allowed ah.” 

“Missy’s temper you know, if mountain master you move Lin Mo now, Missy’s side you know!” 

“Now Missy has easily come back, the next time she escapes again may really never come back.” 

Yu made every effort to begin to desperately persuade the mountain lord, he knew in his heart the 

reason why he came back is what, is nothing but for Lin Mo, just Yu did not say it. 

If Lord Mountain Lord knew that Missy had come back in order to give another man to pull out the old 

bottom of the Basha divine Mountain, he would definitely be even more furious. 

The mountain lord, the subordinate is not deliberately concealed, purely dead is for your body’s sake. 

You Li was so persuaded by the feather, the heart of the fire also suppressed not a small, but that face 

did not reveal between the resentment still did not eliminate, the hard-working pull up baby daughter is 

now all in the mind of other boys. 

No wonder he mentioned the body thing, his daughter directly promised, emotional problems are out 

here. 

For a long time only, You Li too reluctantly sighed. 

“Hey, Yu, this matter you feel how to deal with it is good?” 
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Yu was so asked by the mountain master, head down for a long time thinking hard face, and just then, 

behind the two suddenly came a burst of children’s laughter, look back only to see an immortal old man 

left and right hand is holding a pile of two or three year old dolls. 

“Greetings to the White Eyebrows!” 

“Little feather ah, not heard to go outside on a mission to go, how so quickly back.” 

White Eyebrows asked with a smile, only not even waiting for Yu to answer, the old man with white 

eyebrows cried out in pain. 

“Aigoo, my little babies, grandpa’s beard is going to be plucked by you all.” 

Children which have so much heart, care if you hurt, the more you scream the more they are happy, the 

more the white eyebrows are so the more the two little dolls are injured the harder they move. 

“Grandpa, grandpa, afraid of pain, afraid of pain!” 

You Li listened to the childish cry, the heart is going to melt away, full of eyes full of envy, if not for the 

outsiders in, he would like to answer down this sound of grandfather. 

“Ahem!” 

“Old Mr. Bai, I wonder if you are looking for me for something?” 



You can’t stand the torment inside and immediately pull away from the topic. 

White eyebrows this so he so reminded also remembered the business. 

“It’s like this, my little Xuan this not gave birth to a pair of dragon and phoenix fetus, I calculate that 

these two little cute now the age can almost start to refine the flesh and bones, want to ask the 

mountain master to ask for some herbs,.” 

A word word word heart. 

You Li immediately discontent, want herbs on the straightforward, why to say so many heartfelt 

adjectives, I tread horse! 

Although the heart thinks so, but his mouth is still very polite promised down. 

“Then old Mr. White go to the medicine garden, pick it up, what you need and Mr. Medicine say it.” 

“Got it, come Dabao Erbao, thank you grandfather mountain master.” 

You Li eyes flashed a trace of expectation, but the two little dolls recognize life, simply do not pay 

attention to You Li, all attention to the white eyebrows on the beard. 

“Mountain master, you first busy, I go to find some herbs, hahaha!” 

This from near and far laughter at this time seems so ear-piercing! 

At this time, there is heart, the heart is also a lot of thoughts, the mountain within the green shadow 

simply do not see anyone, and this is still the green shadow for the first time on the same generation of 

the opposite sex to show so close, if it is forced to break up, the green shadow side of the specified 

uproar. 

And he You Li also dare not guarantee that his daughter will not be moved by other people of the 

opposite sex, to Green Shadow’s arrogance is difficult to have other people can enter her eyes, the 

thought that his daughter may end up alone, and his grandfather’s dream will also be destroyed, You Li 

heart suddenly panic. 

“Yu, you go and prepare the marriage formalities between Lin Mo and Green Shadow!” 

“Ha?” 

Feather thought he had heard wrong, a puzzled look at the mountain lord lord. 

“What are you still hesitating about, since my baby daughter likes it, I as a father naturally have to meet 

him. 

Hurry up and get ready, the wedding is such a big event, can not be ambiguous.” 

You Li’s remarks instantly to the feather whole will not be, the previous second is not to split Lin Mo, 

this how to hurry this to the first lady, promised to Lin Mo, this change is not to come too fast. 

“Mountain Lord, are you serious?” 

You Li’s face sank: “That there are still false, hurry up and prepare to prepare!” 



“But we haven’t asked Lin Mo’s opinion yet, if …..” 

“If what? My girlfriend is beautiful, and Lin Mo into the old man’s aunt after, after the real Basha divine 

mountain are his, you say he can and what opinion?” 

Yu thought about it, also feel that the mountain master said very reasonable, the world can still be 

someone to withstand such a great temptation, anyway, he does not believe! 

You Li thought that he will soon be a grandfather, plus his daughter, although married, but certainly to 

stay on the Basha, stay by their side, his original resentment suddenly dissipated a void, the corners of 

the mouth can not help but reveal a smile. 

Old man is really witty, big! Wisdom! Wisdom! 

Chapter 2864 

 

This side of the gra*s house, Lin Mo finished drinking bamboo tea, after a long time this came back to 

his senses, for a while he just felt soothed, as if he had done a big maintenance… Like a big maintenance, 

his mind was refreshed and his thoughts were clear. 

With just one sip of tea, his divine soul power had actually solidified a few points. 

He knew that all this is the effect of the bamboo tea in front of him, and now after some retrospection, 

he also perceived that the water used to make the tea should be taken from the spiritual spring, as for 

the bamboo leaves he was not able to guess the meaning, looking and ordinary nothing different, but 

the efficacy is amazing. 

“Awake?” 

Reception of the old man did not turn his head, still holding the bamboo cup, gaze calmly watching the 

bamboo leaves inside irregularly following the heat slowly floating. 

“Thank you senior for your hospitality!” 

Lin Mo just about to get up to bow in thanks but was pressed back into the bamboo chair by an invisible 

force. 

“No, there are not so many false gifts in the mountain, but just some ordinary hospitality, the guest is 

satisfied.” 

Lin Mo also did not understand the intention of the old man in front of him, but since the other side said 

so, he could only obediently sit in place, and so the house fell into silence, can only hear the wind 

blowing bamboo leaves outside the house whooshing sound. 

After a while, the sound of footsteps outside the house. 

As soon as Yu entered, he smiled and nodded to the old man. 

“Thank you, old man Bamboo, for helping to receive us!” 



The old man did not reply, still enjoying the tea in his hand by himself, and Yu knew his character and 

did not care. 

“Mr. Lin Mo, the mountain master asks you to go over there!” 

At this time, Lin Mo’s heart also has some slight excitement, finally to meet this legendary level super 

expert. 

“Senior, Lin Mo will take his leave!” 

Although the other party does not care about these false gifts, but the respect should still be there. 

Just as Lin Mo stepped out of the gra*s house door, a sound suddenly came from his ears. 

“Young man, the foundation is good, but the hostility in the heart is too heavy, if not properly dealt with 

in this life sect master hopeless!” 

Lin Mo footsteps paused for a moment, looking back behind him bamboo old seniors have disappeared 

without a trace. 

“What’s wrong, Mr. Lin!” 

Apparently this paragraph only Lin Mo heard alone, otherwise Yu would not ask so. 

“Nothing, let’s go!” 

Lin Mo’s mind was also a little heavier at this time, Elder Bamboo’s words echoed in his mind for a long 

time, with a complex mood Lin Mo followed Yu up the thousands of rocky steps. 

After pa*sing through the clouds, Lin Mo first this stepped into the top of the main peak mountain, as if 

a sword was cut off the top, forming a turquoise vast flat bottom. 

“Mr. Lin Mo, I’ll send you here, in front of you is the residence of the mountain lord, I still have 

important matters to deal with so I won’t accompany you there.” 

“In addition, the face of the mountain lord gentle character treats people friendly, Mr. Lin need not be 

nervous. 

I’ll leave now, make yourself comfortable!” 

Lin Mo looked at Yu’s departing back, his eyebrows tightly wrinkled together. 

Too much change is too much! Previously, Yu had been polite to him for the sake of Green Shadow, but 

now there was a strong respect between the words. 

Lin Mo thought for a while, then shook his head no longer entangled, now has the green shadow safe 

delivery, after meeting the mountain master, he intends to return to the city of Heshan, there are still 

many things waiting for themselves to deal with, after all, he did not want to Yu which is like the 

bottom, flying thousands of miles, face not red breath. 

He still needs to take the plane to catch up, then again have to delay a lot of time, and his 

communication equipment still left in the room, if a long time do not go back, and the city of Heshan 

side to ensure chaos. 



Thinking of this, Lin Mo lifted his steps forward. 

Through a green shaded path, a slightly different gra*s house appeared in front of him, a pond on one 

side and a simple log pavilion on the other. 

Before the gra*s house on top of the stone table, is sitting a thin-framed gla*ses of middle-aged men. 
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The first time I saw the legendary super expert, Lin Mo heart can not help but have some nervousness, 

but let him be more surprised, the mountain master of the Basha divine Mountain, and he did not 

imagine that kind to the immortal style of the expert style, instead of the You Li looks ordinary can not 

be ordinary. 

The thin body, simple and plain tunic, gold-framed eyes under the facial features is not bad, but also not 

considered handsome, only a long head of black silk, so he really looks like a scholar in the fifties and 

sixties. 

The first thing you need to do is to look over at the door, and at this moment Lin Mo realized that he 

was superficial, and that pair of deep eyes looked at himself, as if they had penetrated his entire body, 

and all his secrets had nothing to hide. 

Lin Mo’s lips and teeth closed, biting the tip of his tongue to force himself to break free from that 

strange feeling, before bowing respectfully. 

“My junior has met, Mountain Master You Li!” 

You Li smiled and nodded: “No need to do so, feel free, just treat this place as your own home, please 

sit!” 

Lin Mo mouth corner a twitch, so feel this mountain master speak a little strange, and he approached 

the stone table to the seat, you Li’s eyes have not left their own, sometimes the corners of the mouth 

slightly hooked, and sometimes a frown. 

“Senior You Li!” 

Lin Mo saw such a strange expression on his face, couldn’t help but speak out to remind him, the main 

thing is, being scrutinized by a super expert all the time, anyone would be uncomfortable. 

His reminder also seemed to have awakened the other party, after You Li noticed his tense state, his 

face straightened, and his face had that calm smile back. 

“Sorry, I was just thinking about something extremely important and got lost in thought for a while.” 

“Senior does not need to be like that, rather I came to disturb senior, only a little rude.” 

You Li secretly nodded his head, good young man knows manners, handsome, qi luck, the only party 

that makes him dissatisfied is the hidden hostility in Lin Mo’s body, but the problem is not big, in the 

divine mountain above the meditation for a period of time will be clear and clean. 



Thinking of this, you left the initiative to thank: “My daughter sneaked down the mountain this time, all 

thanks to the care of small friends, this time to invite you to the mountain, but also to thank you in 

person.” 

Lin Mo waved his hand and excused himself: “Senior, you don’t have to be polite, the little green 

shadow is so cute and obedient, and knows how to behave, anyone will like it, I’m happy to take care of 

her.” 

You Li looked stunned, cute? Obedient? Knowing how to behave? Is this about his own daughter? 

But when he thought of his baby daughter’s appearance in her healing state, he instantly understood, so 

the boy did not know yet. 

“The thanks should still be thanked, otherwise outsiders its not to say that I mountain people do not 

know grudges. 

Little friendly once in a while on the mountain, can be a long time.” 

He is thinking of first Lin Mo stay, wait until the wedding preparations once completed, let the couple 

directly married, and then,, hey, grandfather dream near at hand. 

As soon as he heard the permanent residence, Lin Mo immediately refused: “Sorry, senior You Li, many 

important matters under the mountain still need me to deal with.” 

“Next time, when the junior has finished handling things, I will definitely come over to chime in.” 

If it was placed on other people, the other party refused so be it, you love to come or not, but not Lin 

Mo. 

What else could be more important than his own daughter’s final is a big event, also have what thing, 

can be more important than his own grandfather’s dream? 

No! Absolutely nothing! 

You Li heart a roar, but the face is still a gentle and elegant expression. 

“That’s a pity, in that case that can only be another time.” 

At first glance, You Li is planning to give up, but how is that possible, and do not think about who Green 

Shadow that hard temper is inherited from. 
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When You Li saw Lin Mo’s refusal, he suddenly changed the topic. 

“I heard Yu say that they had a little unpleasant incident with little friend in this operation did they?” 

Lin Mo did not say anything, but also acquiesced to this matter, innocent trespa*sing in other people’s 

rooms, and hands, and threats, and forced pull, who can have such a good temper. 



“This matter, mainly because I was hasty, originally just because I miss my daughter, by the way, I want 

to ask Mr. Lin Mo, a gathering on the mountain to thank some face to face.” 

“Only, the old man also ignored the fact that they are rarely exposed to the world, and many human 

feelings and customs do not understand, which is why I bumped into you. 

For this reason, the old man, on behalf of the atonement!” 

This is not a deliberate excuse, the fact is that the people on the mountain do not know how to treat 

people in the outside world, do anything is completely by virtue of their personalities to do, milder is 

fine, if the character of reckless people, very easy to offend people. 

Lin Mo saw you get up, he was instantly startled. 

“Seniors, can not, can not! It’s me being narrow-minded, let this matter dissipate with the wind.” 

If you let You Li to make a gift to him to apologize is really a bit broken life, and he can not afford it. 

And Lin Mo after some, found that this group of people really do not have any malice, from the 

beginning they do not have any killing, the only Qin Xiao is also because of the maintenance of the face 

of the feather, out of the mouth, this matter has been green shadow lesson. 

Rather, that straightforward, not after the brain look, let people extra upset, but now that the You Li 

mountain master has apologized, Lin Mo also do not want to bother with anything. 

After You Li successfully changed the topic, he began to talk about martial arts again. 

“They say your martial arts roots are not bad, just too complicated, and miscellaneous but not refined, I 

wonder if it is true.” 

Once this statement was made, Lin Mo instantly understood that this was senior You Li’s intention to 

pivot his martial arts ah, this is a positive and rare opportunity, adhering to all the miscellaneous 

thoughts, he straightened his body. 

“Indeed, the late generation is also considered to be a halfway house, right, to study under the White 

Family in Kyoto, China, the main practice of the White Family Sanshou. 

It’s just that at that time, I had already missed the best age to practice martial arts, resulting in being 

much worse than my peers.” 

This is not Lin Mo modest, his martial arts attainments can have today’s achievements, is entirely 

because of the “Creation Decision” constantly improve his physique, otherwise his own martial arts 

qualifications alone, simply can not reach today’s level. 

But even so, which of his real geniuses directly still have a certain gap, such as Li Jiange, such as Nalan 

Xingchan. 

You Li heard this, also with regret nodded. 

“This is indeed a pity, miss the golden age of martial arts practice, indeed to be quite a bit worse.” 



“But no matter, if you don’t mind, little friend, cast the White Family Scattered Hands you mentioned, I 

will see the specific problem.” 

Here we go! 

When Lin Mo heard this, his face couldn’t help but reveal a joyful look, to be instructed by such a super 

expert was better than several years of his own hard training. 

“Naturally!” 

Said Lin Mo, then put Tai Ah aside, turned around and walked on top of the open space. 

Originally, You Li’s gaze had been placed on Lin Mo’s body, his mind wandering outside, for a while he 

had not noticed Lin Mo’s blade, after skimming a glance, he could not help but stare. 

Good boy, but it is an ancient divine weapon, Tai Ah treasure sword! 

The divine weapon has a spirit, the person who can be recognized by Tai Ah must be pure-minded, the 

body to the top of the people. 

After you recognize the origin of this sword, and then look at Lin Mo’s gaze, the appreciation of the 

intention is even stronger, good character, aspirational aunt which old man look not like. 

Of course, you look farther, after their own grandson or granddaughter, whether like Lin Mo or like the 

green shadow that is the most handsome and beautiful. 

After quietly pondering for a while, you will also feel like green shadow a little better, after all, is a great 

beauty, who dares not to admit this, the old man a slap him to death. 
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At the top of the main peak, between the clearing of the woods, Lin Mo carefully interpreted the 36 

stances of the White Family Scattered Hands once, and then his gaze fell on You Li, waiting for the other 

party’s guidance. 

“It’s over?” 

You Li smiled strangely, this smile makes Lin Mo also puzzled, yes, usually as soon as he has time, will 

practice this loose hand, the pursuit of excellence, it is impossible to fall behind in the moves. 

You Li see Lin Mo guilty of blindfolded look, also intend to play dumb riddle, directly frank. 

“If I remember correctly, you have a move to increase the dark energy, and this ancient divine weapon, 

is it still you use for decoration?” 

After his point, Lin Mo then reacted, originally he only thought of letting senior You Li point out some 

White Family Scattered Hands, after all, showing too much would be suspicious of greed, and the reason 

why he chose White Family Scattered Hands, one because this martial art was his evening technique, 

and two because he also did not want to fall outside the name of his master. 



The divine weapon Taia was recognized by the other side of the matter, Lin Mo to not surprised, when 

the Cixihang Zhai’s Yushu real although not under the cover of the formation, but also stated that this 

can only be concealed from the general experts, the realm of the patriarch will be able to see through at 

a glance, as for the super masters such as You Li need not say. 

Now the meaning between the words of You Li, it is clear that he intends to instruct himself in all 

aspects, so how can Lin Mo polite. 

“Then the late generation will offer ugly!” 

After saying that Lin Mo removed his outer clothing, his body spirit Qi crazy surge, after exhaling a 

mouthful of turbid air, Lin Mo towards the open space in front, a fist pounding, in a moment, the air will 

oscillate out a layer of ripples, and the momentum more and more powerful, after reaching the peak, 

Lin Mo then closed his hand. 

And at this time the woods in front, the sudden gale blowing branches swaying wildly. 

This move ended, Lin Mo simply dealt with a red left arm, and then the right hand waved, not far from 

the Tai Ah slightly trembled, cold mane out of the sheath, in the blink of an eye the hilt of the sword was 

Lin Mo steady grip in the palm of his hand. 

“Senior, this battle is more destructive and ripple effect.” 

You Li knew what Lin Mo was worried about: “Just exert yourself to your heart’s content!” 

Lin Mo did not hesitate, gathered aura in his palm, as his sword blade flashed, leaving only a residual 

shadow in the air. 

You Li felt the power emanating from this sword move, and he nodded with relief. 

“Not bad!” 

Seeing the invisible sword qi, is about to destroy the dense forest in front of him, you Li sword finger 

raised, with a flick back, with the void came a sound of ear-splitting collision, the sky dust soaring up. 

Lin Mo knew that You Li was strong, but decided not to be strong enough to be so strong, and easily 

defeated his strongest stance – sword break between the lifting of hands and feet. 

Lin Mo with a shocked feeling, panting and sweating, returned to the original seat, three moves of the 

bottom card released in succession, his body’s spiritual energy has been depleted. 

“Please guide senior!” 

At this moment, he was still full of expectation, unaware that he was stepping into the trap laid by the 

old hunter. 

The topic returned to the martial arts, and You Li’s face became serious. 

“For the general, you are very strong, it is not too much to say that you are at the top.” 

“But for a true genius, you are weak!” 



This is the overall evaluation of You Li, Lin Mo did not have any discouragement nor dissatisfaction, since 

the pointing is naturally to the shortcomings, and then improve to perfect. 

“White family scattered hands, 36 styles are very strong, but you only learned the Qi form, but not its 

God, which led to the power of this martial art shrunk by a large half.” 

“As for your kind of dark energy superimposed stance, I think you created it yourself?” 

Lin Mo nodded, after opening his eyes, he was obviously a lot more calm. 

“This move, is a stacked wave fist that I created by fusing dark energy after borrowing from the stacked 

wave blade technique.” 
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You Li listened to Lin Mo’s explanation with a frown. 

“The idea is indeed good, but this stacked wave fist of yours has power alone but is extremely bulky, if 

you meet an expert, let alone whether you can hit the opponent or not.” 

“Just in this process of your stacked dark power, the opponent has already prepared a response.” 

“Although you are enlightened, good to transfer the workmanship that originally works with the blade 

above, to release between full crosses. 

However the strength of the flesh body, but limit the upper limit of this move.” 

This point Lin Mo also know, but he thought long and hard, still can not find a solution, this move is 

completely a process of energy accumulation, dark energy constantly stacked, a layer stronger than a 

layer, and finally reach the most powerful blow to destroy the opponent. 

But the body does not resist the creation of ah, how can the physical body than compared with the 

blade. 

“You Li senior said yes, this defect late generation also struggled, but I believe that I am in the right 

direction. 

Want to improve again, perhaps cultivation to reach the patriarch before making an attempt.” 

Good boy enlightenment is surprisingly high, obviously, the patriarch is still far away, but the insight of 

the martial arts dao has reached close to this level, although you are surprised in the heart, but the face 

is still unmoved. 

“You know it’s good! In fact, you do not necessarily have to reach the patriarch before trying to improve 

perfection, I have a way to enhance the strength of your flesh.” 

Lin Mo’s face was happy when he heard this news. 

“Please teach senior.” 



Medical Union Competition up, those hidden sect disciples, have given a large mouthful of herbs and 

pills to quench the flesh, however, after upgrading to a certain level, the body becomes resistant to the 

medicine, and the strength of the flesh body has reached a bottleneck. 

The only way to improve can only refine stronger body refining pills, but although he has an invincible 

medical heritage, but suffering from the lack of materials, ah, many cherished herbs are not available in 

the cla*s, or even extinct. 

Now You Li actually said that there is a way to help him improve his physical body, how could Lin Mo not 

be happy. 

You Li looked at Lin Mo’s ever-changing face, his heart was secretly pleased that the fish had bitten the 

hook. 

“There is no need to be polite, just consider it a thank you for taking care of Ying’er. The improvement 

plan for the Stacked Wave Fist will be dealt with later.” 

“Let’s talk about your sword move first. Although this move is strong, the side effects are too strong, 

and it’s a complete homo sapiens fight. 

If you can’t win the enemy with one blow, you’re fish meat on the chopping block.” 

“So your meridians dantian also need to be tempered to ensure that you can maximize the 

accumulation of spiritual energy to catalyze the sword qi. 

This, when the time comes, will be solved together with the flesh issue.” 

“As for the last, the words of the White Family Scattered Hands, you are casting them once and I will 

explain them all in detail for you.” 

Lin Mo did not doubt it, obediently obeyed, You Li’s instructions, and once again rehearsed the White 

Family Scattered Hands. 

During this period, you Li for Lin Mo each move each style are the existence of defects, and then 

improve, of course, is not tampering with the moves, but only to instruct Lin Mo when the move, how to 

enhance the attack to the strongest. 

After the change, You Li still did not rest, and simply put forward the improvement plan to improve the 

Stacked Wave Fist. 

“Let the dark energy stack and accumulate in the body, then release it through the White Family 

Scattered Hands.” 

Lin Mo recalled You Li’s advice while trying it out, at first he was still a bit unhandy, and his moves were 

not even sharp, but thanks to his experience in the cultivation of the Nine Mysterious Needles, dual use 

of one mind was a completely minor problem for him. 

After several attempts, he also slowly adapted to this way of making moves, dark energy instantly 

accumulated in the body, and then a palm fell, even if the strike was only air, but still clanging, indicating 

that the same move power has been increased by several grades. 



Adapt, perform, improve. 

Lin Mo has lost track of how many sides he has practiced in total, the original excitement of the spirit 

gradually began to appear tired, and later Lin Mo’s consciousness began to blur. 

A palm swing, the last trace of spiritual energy in his body was then consumed, and the whole person 

was tenacious in place, falling headlong to the ground. 

He pa*sed out from exhaustion. 

Chapter 2869 

 

Lying on the lawn has been exhausted fainted. 

You Li looked at the corners of Lin Mo’s mouth smile, his eyes full of appreciation, although he has been 

talking about Lin Mo’s martial arts of all kinds of defects, but also just want to ruthlessly stimulate Lin 

Mo, so that only he can rightfully point out Lin Mo, and then let him pa*s out from exhaustion. 

But he did appreciate Lin Mo’s resilience and persistence in the martial arts, if it is an ordinary person 

has long quit, of course, if this, how his plan could be implemented so perfectly. 

Hey hey, can only say that it is all a set up. 

“Still thinking about leaving my Basha divine Mountain today, think what farts eat!” 

You Li with a treacherous smile muttered a sentence, then asked people to carry Lin Mo down to rest. 

At this time the night sky is already full of stars! In other words, Lin Mo had been practicing intensely 

since the morning until the night, thus sending himself into You Li’s trap. 

No words all night! 

The next day, before dawn, Lin Mo who was sleeping soundly was woken up by a direct stick from You 

Li. 

“Eat the bitterness to become a man, young and know lazy, you can afford the old man’s hard work?” 

Lin Mo was suddenly awakened, his head was blank, he did not even know how he fell asleep, his 

memory was still stuck in his practice of the new style of White Family Scattered Hands. 

Now being reprimanded by You Li, he was also ashamed and immediately continued the practice of the 

White Family Sanshou. 

Time and time again, under the exhaustion, time and time again woke up, coupled with you Li ordered 

people do not know the formation, immersed in martial arts Lin Mo has completely forgotten the time 

and forget that he has to rush back to the city of He Shan matter, as long as the eyes open, he will again 

desperately practice. 

The reason why this uninterrupted ultra-limit training has been able to continue, mainly thanks to the 

You Li, as long as Lin Mo tired, he ordered people to send a variety of body toning elixirs. 



Two days later, Chen this Lin Mo again exhausted, You Li summoned subordinates. 

“Yu, how are things ready over there for the wedding?” 

“Lord Mountain Lord, according to your instructions, we have been closely preparing, just this time is 

tight, many places have not been completely perfect.” 

After a moment of silence, Yuli ordered, “Okay, I’ll give you three days, the wedding must be done 

beautifully for me, my daughter can only once in her life.” 

“Yes, Lord of the mountain, do not worry, I promise to do a great job.” 

“In addition, do not tell Shadow beforehand, wait until the wedding ceremony, I want to give him a 

surprise.” 

Yu heatedly smiled: “Lord Mountain Master is really kind, Missy is still healing over at Mr. Medicine’s 

side during this time, it’s easy to hide it from her.” 

“That’s good, all right, you go ahead and get busy.” 

After arranging things, You Li once again returned to the top of the mountain, and then made a list for 

his subordinates to prepare all the medicinal materials on it. 

When Lin Mo opened his eyes in a daze again, he found himself immersed within a huge medicine vat. 

“Senior You Li, what is this for?” 

You Li replied unhurriedly, “Little friend, you’re tired of exhausting your spiritual energy when you 

contacted the White Family’s scattered hands.” 

“Right now, I am helping you to temper your fleshly body, the next step is to improve the power of the 

Stacked Wave Fist and enhance the toughness of your meridians. 

Let your strength go to the next level.” 

Lin Mo was already sleepy at this point, with the last trace of consciousness, he drew his nose to smell 

the various medicinal scents, and indeed as You Li had said, they were all quenching flesh and meridian 

picking medicines, then he closed his eyes at ease and fell asleep again. 

He was too tired. 

After a while, You Li waved his big hand. 

“Someone, fetch the old man’s Tiger Tendon Tempering Wine!” 

Chapter 2870 

 

Lin Mo is still immersed in the medicine vat, his body is crowded with all kinds of rare herbs that quench 

the muscles and bones and flesh, some of which are even extinct in the outside world, together with the 

unique tiger tendon quenching wine of the Basha divine Mountain, Lin Mo’s flesh is getting stronger at 

an alarming rate. 



As for the side effects? …… I can only use an adjective to say, how rotten drunk. 

The medicinal properties are dissolved in the tiger tendon quenching wine, and only then slowly seep 

into Lin Mo’s body, constantly quenching his tendons and bones, the alcohol naturally remains in Lin 

Mo’s body. 

Compared to the idea of exhausting Lin Mo, this solution is obviously more reliable, not only can help 

the location of the future aunt quench the flesh, and can also keep him out of a deep drunken state all 

the way to sleep, but the only drawback of this method is the waste. 

“Lord Mountain Master, such a way of quenching the body, is not a little too extravagant.” 

Mr. Medicine looked at the vat of medicinal herbs, full of heartache, this amount is worth the amount of 

hundreds of people in the mountain, but also cut and that precious tiger tendon quenching wine, that is 

a large vat full of ah. 

This mountain master is not able to live a life, defeat things! 

“No matter, this is my future aunt, naturally, we must use the best pull, or how my future grandson 

granddaughter thrive.” 

You Li already has a plan in mind, this is only where to where, in the future if you become a grandfather, 

grandson or granddaughter quenching medicinal materials, must be better than the immediate, the 

mountain medicinal materials are not enough, he will go out to collect. 

“Mountain master, what does this aunt mean?” 

Old Mr. Medicine has been busy dealing with Missy’s injuries for a while, to the point of not being clear 

about this matter. 

“You go outside and just ask! 

By the way, how is Shadow’s condition today?” 

Old Mr. Medicine stroked a long beard and smiled smugly: “It’s only a few days!” 

“Okay, Old Mr. Medicine, you’ve worked hard, if Shadow is cured, you remember to notify me in 

advance. 

By the way, you must help me to keep the matter of the aunt secret, I will give Shadow a big surprise 

then, understand?” 

Old Mr. Medicine is not sure, can only nod in a circle, and then with a face full of doubts quickly left the 

place, looks like he intends to go to ask about the aunt’s affairs, really. The old gossip! 

…….. 

The city of Heshan. 

At this time, the crown prince and others are already scratching their heads, in order to ensure the 

secrecy of the disappearance of Lin Mo, the crown prince and others jointly Zhao Nan Yue has been 

secretly searching for four days, but up to now there is still no trace of Lin Mo. 



“We have searched all the cities, towns and counties, but there is still no trace of the boss.” 

After Fei reported the situation, the prince’s face was so gloomy that water could already seep out. 

Lin Mo’s identity is now involved in too many things, originally he set up a martial union business 

alliance, coupled with the old man Zhao has the intention to set up, a cut battle video after the public, 

Lin Mo’s fame is soaring, but now Lin Mo was swept away, this is not a slap in the face of the martial 

union no one? 

Once the disappearance of Lin Mo was exposed, the two newly established organizations, will definitely 

suffer a huge impact, the hearts and minds of people disintegrated. 

Now the group of business alliance members who support Lin Mo, has opened up other voices, if not for 

Zhao Nan Yue Zhen field, there is Lin Mo closed for training as an excuse, they have long been up. 

However, in order to prevent leakage of information, sent to search for people are some trusted 

beloved men, a small number of people, more increased the search does, which led to although the past 

four or five days, but Lin Mo surprisingly no news at all, as if evaporated. 

“D*mn, can’t big brother be taken away by those b*****ds in Wanxiang country.” 

Can noiselessly take away Lin Mo, and no news of the strength, the only thing the prince can think of is 

only the group of princes of the Wanxiang Kingdom. 

 


